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Guy Matheson, Director of Architecture at London-based design practice SHH,
discusses how the firm became a go-to for high-end homeowners in north London,
the impact of changing regulations on luxury design, and what clients now want
from their private residences…

How did SHH come to work so extensively in the exclusive north London enclaves of
Hampstead and Highgate?

We often work with multinational clients who are interested in larger than average family
residences. Highgate, Hampstead, Camden provide leafy residential areas that are
particularly attractive to international clients. Large floorplates, off-street parking,
additional private green space and a variety of international schools including the American
school in St John’s Wood are a big draw for international families.

We have worked extensively in this part of the capital over the last 30 years, Graham Harris
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co-founder and MD at SHH, is also based in that part of the city and is very well known to
the local community.

The project that probably put us on North London’s map is a property on Woronzow Road; a
project coincided with the financial crisis which led to us staying on site longer than
originally anticipated. We later completed an extensive renovation project on Avenue Road,
its striking classical style combined with its corner location worked as “window shopping for
architects”.

We recently completed the interiors of a duplex penthouse at one of London’s most elite
roads, The Bishops Avenue, where we are also currently on site with our biggest home to
date.

Through the many, many projects we have carried out in North London, we have excellent
relationships with all of the Local Authorities.

Our latest planning approval is for 7 Greenaway Gardens within the borough of Camden.
The name of the street itself honours the children’s book illustrator, Kate Greenaway, who
lived in the area.  

The existing property comprises a detached building that was originally built prior to the
First World War, with additional alterations taking place in later years. The team’s
architectural proposal seeks to retain and honour the main period features of the property
as well as amend and extend its layouts to reflect the needs of a contemporary home.
Although the existing building is not listed, it makes a positive contribution to the local
conservation area.

What are the biggest challenges that you have encountered?

Understanding the ever-changing and varying requirements of the different councils can
sometimes be challenging. Every project is obviously unique and requires a different
approach whether it is a refurbishment or the replacing of tired buildings with well-
appointed contemporary homes.

A lot of our projects are adjacent green belt areas and we always aim at managing the
process so that this is least invasive to the community and local environment. Working in
conservation areas requires a good understanding of the local characteristics and history.

How has the team helped upgrade homes to the next level?

We will always look to maximise the potential of any specific site, in a way which is
respectful to its surroundings. Regulations are getting stricter on efficiency with a strong
need to reduce carbon footprint. We apply a number of passive measures to help upgrade
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homes to the next level including highly efficient insulation materials to floors, walls and
roofs, minimised air permeability and high spec modern efficient fenestrations.

In relation to the outdoors sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) and water management
systems maximise the use of rain water for irrigation; green roofs are also favoured as they
enhance the natural habitat.

Have client briefs changed much as a result of the pandemic?

Where the majority of our clients used to be in the finance, energy or real estate sectors, we
are noticing an influx of tech-centric entrepreneurs moving to the North London area.
People are increasingly after more comfort and interiors that offer inclusivity but also
separation from the rest of the family when needed for working from home. Floorplans and
layouts are changing to accommodate that.

Are any particular features more important now, and how are these being delivered/catered
for?

Clients are currently particularly interested in a balanced life, combining work and
wellbeing. Meditation and sensory rooms are very popular as well as interiors that allow
ample natural light penetration, air quality monitoring and filtration.

Preservation of nature is also increasingly important, briefs tend to account more for
maintaining the trees and fauna and making the most out of the available outdoor space.
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